RAIN BIRD SPRINKLER MFG. CORP. has published its 1974 Irrigation Equipment Catalog containing a complete, comprehensive description of its line of controllers, valves, sprinklers, accessories and hose. Appendix provides detailed data on more complex controllers, wire sizing and reference charts. Copies are available through the company's catalog dept.
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STONCO LIGHTING DIV. OF THE KEENE CORP. has designed the fully-integrated Energy Saver lighting system featuring specially engineered asymmetric distribution floodlights that focus available illumination accurately on desired areas with a minimum of wasteful light spill. Using energy-saving metal halide lamps, which deliver more than five times as much light as equal wattage incandescents, the Energy Saver system is said to save 70 per cent more energy than conventional incandescent lighting systems. Fixtures, with integral constant wattage ballasts for 175 watts to 1,000 watts HID sources, are housed in aluminum cubes finished in dark bronze epoxy with black trim. Flat and ‘dropped’ lenses, glare shields and Lexan guards control light and protect against vandalism; assortment of compatible poles completes the system.
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THE KENDALL COMPANY, manufacturers of Pro-Tee disposable golf towels, are now making a green on white print as well as their gold pattern. Towels are made of heavy-duty, non-woven rayon fabric, textured to add to their tear-resistance and absorbency; dry quickly, resist mildew and stand up well in all kinds of weather; are crisper and more attractive than cotton towels, according to the company. Heavy rust-resistant grommet inserted in the doubled-over center fold makes towels easy to attach to ball washer, bag or cart. Towels measure 14 inches by 24 inches and come packed in cases of 200.
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CHEMLIN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CORP. makes Gamma II, a battery additive that is said to increase battery longevity. This product is especially recommended for use in golf cars because batteries must be replaced and recharged frequently, usually after two seasons use. For a golf club that operates a fleet of cars, the size of which can range from 30 to over 300, a product which prolongs battery life obviously will save the club considerable financial outlays. In a test conducted at CM Laboratories, the weakest batteries were treated with Gamma II, and those batteries showed the most improvement and gave the best over-

all readings.

The product is guaranteed to restore, improve and prolong the life and performance of the battery regardless of the age and make of the battery or car.

Briefly, the following describes what the product does for the battery. Gamma II builds up the specific gravity of the electrolyte by increasing its ability to hold and conduct a charge. Its wetting agent lowers the surface tension of the electrolyte, so that it breaks through the sulphation clinging to the plates and inhibits new sulphation from forming. In addition, evaporation is almost eliminated and most harmful foreign matter, introduced through impure water, is rendered harmless.
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THE TONY TEAM, INC. introduces Pollution Packer Thru-the-Wall Storage Chutes that can be installed or designed into clubhouses for use with Pollution Packer inside waste and refuse compactors. According to the company, storage of compacted waste allows the equivalent of up to 10 times greater volume than loose waste; reduces frequency of pickup by haulers from 50 to 80 per cent and eliminates multiple waste storage containers. Modules can be hidden by decorative shrubbery or fences. Available in 6, 12, 18, and 24-foot lengths.
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